
Your Guide to the E-Paper
The E-Paper is a digital replica of The Post and Courier print edition available to subscribers at no charge. 
Flip through the pages of the E-Paper and enjoy an interactive experience. Access bonus content available 
only on the E-Paper including complete stock market pages and more puzzles and games.

Need assistance?
Call (843) 853-7678 or email subserve@postandcourier.com

Activate your digital subscription 
If you have not yet activated your digital subscription   go to 
postandcourier.com/account,  “Get Started.” Access the E-Paper at the top 
of the screen.

Start enjoying! 
The E-Paper looks exactly like the print newspaper.

·  Flip through the pages using the arrow keys at  
 the top of the page or swipe using your mouse or  
 finger on a tablet.
·  Use the magnifying glass to zoom in or out.
·  Double-click on a headline to read the article in  
 text version.
·  Toggle between the sections on the task bar, or  
 use the Table of Contents in the left hand corner.
·   Bonus puzzles and complete stock market  
 reports can be found on the task bar at the top of the page.
·   Ad inserts can be found in the table of contents under “Circulars.”

Access the E-Paper anytime, anywhere 
Download the free E-Paper app from the Apple Store or Google Play.
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Share, email, listen and translate  
Once you click on an article, icons in the right 
hand corner allow you to share via email or 
social media, listen to an article or translate an 
article into a foreign language.
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Double-click headline for text version

Use these icons

SEARCH our archive by date or keyword.

DISPLAY controls the screen width and height. 
Show one or two pages at a time.

DOWNLOAD to save for offline or as a pdf. 
Snip part of a page.
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VIEW E-Paper as replica, gallery or digest.

OPTIONS lets you print, email, keyword alert  
or send us a question.
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